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Writing 
Lessons 1-6

My Trip

Write a story about a trip you went on when there was a storm. 
You can follow this plan:

  

          
         
        
       
     
  

  where you went and
who you were with

  the storm
  what happened in the end
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Writing 
Lessons 7-12

My Problem

Write a letter about your problem to 
Problems-over, the problem-solving page 
of a magazine. You can follow this plan: 

      say what your problem is
       say how you feel about it
       ask for help

First, think about your problem. What is it?
Here are some ideas:
       you don‛t get any pocket money
       your parents won‛t let you go to parties
       you have to look after your younger 

brother or sister
       you think one of your classmates stole 

your phone

( The pictures show 
some other ideas.)
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Writing 
Lessons 13-18

Write an email to your e-friend, Chris, describing your new friend. Say:
       who your new friend is
       where you met
       what you do together
       why you like him/her 

My New Friend
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Writing 
Lessons 19-24

My Favourite Animal

Write an article about your favourite animal. The animal can be a cat, a helper animal 
like a dog or a pony, or a wild animal. Say:

      what the animal is
      what it looks like
      what it can do
      why you like it

 

Put a picture 
of the animal 
here.

paw

fur  nostrils
whiskers

feathers

 collar tail

claws

be
ak

wing
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Writing 
Lessons 25-30

A Film Review

Write a review of a film that you really like. Follow this plan:
       the name of the film
       what type of film it is (adventure, sci-fi , etc)
      the main characters
       the plot (what happens) 
       why you like the film




